MANCA 2016 MOROCCO VOLUBILIS
From Meknes you can jump a Grande Taxi to Volubilis; the ancient Roman city. After thirty five
minutes, your historic, last century Mercedez will grind to a halt beside the historic site. You best
arrange a return fare as the chariots have long since fled.
DK Eyewitness Travel says that Volubilis was first settled by Mauritanians during the Third Century
BC. Later it was annexed by Claudius in AD45. The great Lisbon earthquake of 1750 demolished much
of the structures. The French in 1915 excavated and ran off with many of the artifacts. While a few of
the amazing mosaics have been removed, many remain in situ, undisturbed and unprotected
allowing fairly close-up camera shots. The surrounding country is beautiful with rolling fertile farms
and ancient olive groves and contrary to popular belief; many vineyards. This blog is mostly about the
beautiful mosaics. Enjoy!

The ancient city must have been well fed
from the surrounding rich farmland.

From Fez to Meknes you can spot many
vineyards.

Local reds are great and inexpensive.
Bacchus would have been happy with this
crop.

The mosaics are stunning. However difficult to photograph as you need a drone that can carry your
lens directly above or you need to pack a very tall step ladder. Students of the ancient Romans and
their mythology will enjoy my random ramble around the excavations. The French have unearthed
many of the tiled floors of the wealthy families who could afford the beautifully decorations.
I was very impressed by the variety colors used. My simple edit programme, “Paint.net” does a good
of highlighting the original pigments in the ceramic tiles. I worry about them now being fully exposed
without any protection from the elements. Some of the houses have been sign- posted: others
difficult to know.
North view. There is much more to
excavate but I saw no signs of recent
digging.

Hunting scenes

This mosaic is a well known joke as it mocks the chariot jumpers who
took part in the Olympic Games. Here the rider is depicted straddled
backwards on a much decorated donkey. The scarf and the challis were
Olympic trophies.

I need help to identify the mythology
depicted here. The rider attacked and
pulled from his handsome steed. Free beer
if you contact me.

The view from the Tangier gate with the
long wide avenue stretching to the west.
You can just see the Triumphal Arch
centered in the distance.

The Basillica.

View to the Tangier Gate.

I have not confirmed this but, I suspect this
narrow gage rail track, was used to remove
rubble and… many of the artifacts to
France.

This might be Venus from the house of
Venus.

The expansive views are awe inspiring. You
need a full half day to stumble around,
have a picnic; soak up the history.

House of Venus bathing in progress. The
nymphs admire Diana as she receives
water from Pegasus the winged horse
above her head.

Centaur?

Moulay Idriss clings to a small mountain
refuge.

The Roman Sauna. Those bumpy chariots
would have been hard on the bones.

The House of Dionysius Four Seasons:
Autumn.

House of Dionysus detail.

THE HOUSE OF DIONYSUS

House of Dionysius: Winter (?)

House of Dionysus detail.

House of Dionysus

Beautiful detailed animal mosaics.

Corinthian capitol with scrolled column

Amazing geometric designs and colours.

Hercules wrestles with Cretan bull.

House of Ephebus.

W House of Ephebus. Wonderful fish
depicted.

House of Orpheus. Happy dolphins, tritons
cuttlefish and other sea life and mythical
creatures are depicted.

Beautiful mosaic scene… to be identified.

Bacchus and Ariadne with winged Eros.

Multiple hunting scenes.

Corinthian column stands guard over the fertile plains.

The Orpheus Mosaic is the largest circular
mosaic. Here Orpheus is charming the
elephant, lion and many other animals with
his lyre.

Bacchus from the House of Dionysus and
the Four Seasons.

Jump the Ancient taxi back to Meknes then the train to Fez. Nice cold beer at the bar. What a great
day at Volubilis! Hope you enjoyed the wonderful mosaics as much as I did!

Lagos October 24, 2016
A few notes have been cribbed from DK Eyewitness Morocco 2012

